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Dear families, 
Welcome again to Well-Being Wednesday. 
We’re in week six of lockdown and our lives seemed to have been transformed 
to a new “normal’. We are all being effected differently and something that 
can help our wellbeing is mindfulness. Many of you will have your own way of 
practising mindfulness and I thought I would give you a few more ideas and  
a few activities. 
I have included some mindfulness cards that you can follow or read out to 
each other.  
Let me know how you a get on with these and remember to send in your 
emails. 

Warmest wishes, 
Ms Suleyman 

Bring your attention to smells 
around you. Take your time 
and notice smells you may 
not have noticed before. The 
more you sniff, the more you 
will be able to smell. 


Close your eyes and listen for a sound 
that you don’t usually listen to. 


What can you hear? 

Birds chirping out side? 

The sound of an appliance?


Listen for a few minutes and 

notice how you feel.

Choose an object that you don’t usually hold. 


What does it feel like? 

What are the textures?

Do you like how it feels in your hands?

Think of a colour and 
look around the 
room to notice as 
many things as you 
can that are the 
same colour.  


Mindful Senses. 

These activities help calm your mind and bring your attention in to the present moment 
and to your environment. Take your time with them see what you notice.
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Mindful Breathing

Experiment with your breathing technique and how this can become deeper and more mindful. 
Breathing deeply sends a message to your brain which helps you to feel calm and relaxed. 


Breath on to a mirror or 
glass, creating a misty 
patch. This helps children 
to see how their breath 
works when breathing 
deeply. 

Practise feeling your breath by 
holding your fingers near your 
nose and mouth. 

Slowly breath in through your nose 
and out through your mouth.

Notice how your body moves and 
how the air feels different on your 
hand. 

Children often take in a big gulp of air and raise their

shoulders when breathing in. However, it’s important for

them take big breathes from their belly. 


Lightly rest a hand (yours/theirs/both) on their belly and

ask them to breathe in and imagine they are smelling a

flower. Feel their belly expand. Slowly breath out through

the mouth as if blowing the flower petals away. 


You could also place a favourite teddy on their belly and

notice how the teddy rises up and down as they breath.  

Activities 
Below are some websites that give more ideas for practising 
mindfulness and also some mindful colouring pages which you 
might like to print.  

https://www.circus-house.com/mind-hug-the-first-story


https://www.betweensessions.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/
mindfulness-coloring-book-4_25-16.pdf 	 	  


On the next two pages are a few mindful activity cards that you 
could have a go at.  

Let me know how you get on. 

https://www.circus-house.com/mind-hug-the-first-story
https://www.betweensessions.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/mindfulness-coloring-book-4_25-16.pdf
https://www.betweensessions.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/mindfulness-coloring-book-4_25-16.pdf
https://www.circus-house.com/mind-hug-the-first-story
https://www.betweensessions.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/mindfulness-coloring-book-4_25-16.pdf
https://www.betweensessions.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/mindfulness-coloring-book-4_25-16.pdf
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Blow your worries away

Watch the flow of life
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Spread compassion in the world

Find gratitude 


